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Do you have trouble choosing unique
gifts? Why not give something
extraordinary this year? Planting a tree as
a gift to honor a friend or loved one or
to commemorate a special occasion is a
growing trend.

Planting
Memorial
Trees a
Growing
Trend

Trees make magnificent gifts! According
to the National Arbor Day Foundation,
over the course of 50 years, a single tree
can generate $31,250 worth of oxygen,
provide $62,000 worth of air pollution
control, recycle $37,500 worth of water,
and control $31,500 worth of soil
erosion. Not to mention the fact that
they’re beautiful, and that as they grow,
so does the meaning of your gift.

smaller trees are more economical.
When you purchase a tree, pick
up materials to help protect it. The
TreeStaKit®from Easy Gardener makes
tree planting a breeze. It is an anchoring
kit that includes everything you need to
promote straight natural growth.
Experts say a young tree benefits greatly
from being staked for the first two years
after planting. Anchoring prevents
shifting that can cause root damage and
promotes upward growth.
Two other items helpful to young trees
are TreeWrapTM, a tree trunk protector
and BarkGardTM, a tree trunk shield.
The TreeWrap is a protective fabric that
acts as a barrier to insects and rodents,
while BarkGard helps protect trees from
string trimmer and lawn mower damage,
which is the No. 1 cause of young tree
death.
Once your tree is planted and securely
anchored, don’t forget to water and
fertilize it well. Many gardeners use the
popular ROSS® Root Feeder, a deepfeeding system that’s specially designed
to water and fertilize below the surface
where the active roots grow. Easy to
use, the Root Feeder delivers food,
nutrients and water directly to the roots
for immediate results and is particularly
effective during periods of drought when
water usage restrictions are in place. Trees
need the equivalent of one inch of water
per week for optimum health.

Before buying a tree, do your homework.
Investigate what types of trees grow well
where it will be planted. If you need help
choosing a tree, talk to the owner of your
local nursery or a county extension agent.
Be sure to choose the right size tree to
plant. If you think bigger is better, think
again. Studies show that trees planted
when they’re small establish faster and
grow healthier than larger ones. Plus,

Jobe’s® Tree Spikes are another popular
fertilizer choice. Just hammer the spikes
into the ground and they’ll deliver a
continuous supply of nutrients to feeder
roots. All of these tree supplies can be
found at most chain retailers or by calling
1-800-327-9462.
If you’re looking for a unique gift this
year, join a growing trend and honor
someone with a tree.
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Recently, Shaw completed full ownership of Evergreen Nylon Recycling, a nylon recycling
operation in Augusta, Georgia, which had closed. The Evergreen plant employs patented
technology that converts nylon carpet into caprolactam, the raw material used to make nylon
6. Type 6 nylon is used in such applications as residential and commercial carpet, engineering
plastics, automotive parts, sporting goods, films, and packaging. The recycling system at the
Evergreen plant is designed to utilize post-consumer carpets in a “cradle-to-cradle,” closed-loop
process. The sustainable cradle-to-cradle process allows nylon fibers to be recycled repeatedly
without the loss of any aesthetic or performance properties.
Earlier efforts toward recycling have also enjoyed success. In 2003, for example, Shaw developed
a commercial carpet tile that may be recycled repeatedly. Composed of a nylon yarn made with
recycled content and a recyclable backing, the tile’s recycling yields carpet yarn to carpet yarn
and backing to backing. Other innovative efforts have resulted in transitional technologies that
convert carpet waste into other products, such as carpet cushion and even a concrete mixed with
recycled carpet fiber waste.
One of the more remarkable technologies is a waste-to-energy process that Shaw has initiated
in conjunction with Siemens Building Technologies. Called gasification, the process uses
manufacturing carpet waste and post-consumer carpet waste, as well as wood flour (dust
generated from trimming during hardwood manufacturing), and converts them into steam.
The steam is used to power the operations of one of Shaw’s manufacturing plants. The project is
estimated to convert approximately 14,000 tons of combined post-industrial and post-consumer
carpet waste and 9,000 tons of wood flour per year, representing a huge savings in terms of
landfill reduction and energy costs.

Carpet Is Going

‘Green’

Carpet is generally not the first thing that comes to mind when the subject is “green” products. Although an extremely
popular, comfortable and attractive floor covering that represents an excellent value, carpet is difficult to recycle and
most becomes waste at the end of its useful life. The industry as a whole has been working on this issue for a number of
years, and several manufacturers, like Shaw Industries, have made great strides toward making its products and processes
environmentally friendly.

In addition to recycling and conversion technologies, the carpet industry has also realized
outstanding improvements in terms of conservation. Termed the “greening” of the
manufacturing process, production has increased while the use of raw materials has been
reduced. Since 1995 alone, Shaw now manufactures 75 percent more carpet per cubic foot of
natural gas, over twice as much per gallon of water, and nearly seven times as much per gallon of
fuel oil.
The carpet industry is committed to developing environmentally responsible techniques in
business, not because it
makes money or sells more
carpet. When it comes to
protecting and preserving
our natural resources, that’s
a responsibility the industry
gladly accepts. For more
information, visit www.
shawfloors.com.

For your teenager to have a special place,
there’s nothing like their bedroom so it’s
no surprise you want it to have fantastic
design style. But what should you do
if the space is really tiny? Fortunately,
there are a lot of decorating methods you
can use to make decorating a small teens
bedroom easy!
One thing you should do is be certain
to find a room design which makes the
most out of tiny rooms. One big feature to
avoid with small teens bedrooms is clutter
as it has a proclivity to make the room
look significantly smaller.

Tips And Techniques

For Decorating
A Small Teens Bedroom
By Lee Dobbins
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“What should you do with your teens
bedroom if the space is really tiny? Let’s
take a look at some tips and techniques
to help you create a room design which
makes the most out of tiny rooms.
Fortunately, there are a lot of decorating
methods you can use to make decorating a
small teens bedroom easy!”

If you want to paint your teens bedroom,
then the paint color that you select can
help play a pivotal role in making it
appear more spacious. Usually people
think that you can only use light tones in
small rooms, although there is in reality
more to it than that. You are able to
have color while still making the teens
bedroom appear bigger by choosing
colors which reflect equal intensity,
or decorating with a monochromatic
decorating scheme. For a colorful look
think about blues and greens that all throw
off an equal intensity or for an a calming
interior design style use a monochromatic
decorating scheme of moss greens.
Painting one of the walls a deep color
will cause it to seem further away, hence
adding depth to the room. A gray-blue
paint color is really nice for overall
atmosphere and for also making the walls
appear to recede, thus making the room
feel less small. If gray isn’t your shade,
you can also use cool colors like greens,
blues and purples for the same look.
Don’t forget when you are decorating a
small teens bedroom to consider where

you are arranging the accessories and
furniture. Even your teens bedroom may
benefit when designed with Feng Shui in
mind. Try and keep furniture away from
any doors, since you’d be surprised to
discover how much clear access to and
from a room might make it seem bigger.
If you could, focus the eye from the
open doorway to a larger piece like a and
this can help divert the eye and give the
feeling of space.
Smaller furniture is best when decorating
a small teens bedroom. One technique
to make good use of space is to have a
loft bed with desk underneath, instead of
separate bed and desk which will make
the room look bigger but still allow your
teen to sleep and do homework. It makes
sense to add allure to your teens bedroom
by mixing in particular larger scaled
items, so in combination with the small
bureaus, include a large poster or chairthis can add charm and also make the
room feel more spacious too.
Making good use of the area in your teens
bedroom is necessary so think about
this when working with your interior
decorating theme. You might try selecting
a minimalist decorating theme as this will
make the room appear more spacious.
Take care to choose a theme you can live
with as this is an important room for both
you and your teen.
These design ideas should help you get
a great look while decorating a small
teens bedroom. Employing a bit of elbow
grease as well as unique creativity can
help make even the tiniest room appear
like a decorator showplace.
www.decoratedesigns.com

New Cool Roof Finishes
Provide Summer Energy Savings
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With winter utility bills still fresh in
their minds, many homeowners are
looking forward to warmer weather with
mixed emotions. While they’re eagerly
anticipating relief from winter heating
costs, they’re also concerned about the
alternative - the cost of keeping their
homes cool during the summer months.
Fortunately, innovative new roofing
technologies are available, that can
dramatically reduce the amount of
energy needed to cool your home
during the summer. The result can be as
much as a 20% reduction in A/C costs.
What’s more, since these energy-saving
roofs are made of metal, they are also
extremely durable, lightweight, and
resistant to most natural hazards such as
fire, wind and hail.
These energy-saving metal roofing
systems use advanced “cool roof ”
pigments, which greatly increase
the reflectivity of the painted metal

roof surface. Cool roofs reflect a
greater amount of the sun’s infrared
wavelengths, which account for more
than half of the solar energy striking the
roof surface.
Most painted metal roofs reflect about
5 to 20 percent of this energy, but
cool-roof coatings can increase this
reflectance level to nearly 60 percent.
The difference in temperature can be
very dramatic, especially in medium to
darker colors. Yet since infrared energy
is invisible, the roof color is unaffected.
“When less heat penetrates the roof, the
attic remains cooler and, in turn, the
amount of summer heat leaking into
the air-conditioned space is reduced,”
explained Tony Chiovare, president
of Custom-Bilt Metals. His company
was one of the first manufacturers to
incorporate cool roof technology in
its metal shingles, metal shakes and
standing seam metal roofing products.

Cool roof technologies have been
the subject of years of field tests by
researchers from Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory and the
Department of Energy’s Oak Ridge
National Laboratory. For example, in
one recent demonstration project, metal
shakes coated with Custom-Bilt Metals’
TITAN(r) Cool Roof finish were
found to reduce the amount of heat
penetrating into a home’s attic by as
much as 36 percent, offering significant
savings in the energy required to
cool the home. In another case study
involving two identical 90,000-squarefoot school buildings in Georgia found
a cool roof finish provided energy
savings of about $8,800 for the first year
of operation.
“The energy savings have attracted the
attention of builders, utilities, regulatory
authorities and building code officials.
Several years ago, the federal Energy
Star(r) program was even expanded

to include roofing products that meet
or exceed minimum solar reflectance
standards. And now homeowners could
save even more with tax incentives
provided under the new Energy Bill
that passed a number of months ago,”
Chiovare said.
Cool roofs are also recognized by
the newly revised California Code of
Regulations. It establishes minimum
levels of solar roof reflectance for
construction in California, depending
on the building’s use, design and climate
zone. The recently revised Chicago
Energy Conservation Code also
addresses the issue, since cool roofs also
have been shown to reduce the “urban
heat island” effect that contributes
to urban smog and causes increased
demands on power plants.
Other testing, regulatory and
rating systems also address cool
roof technology. These include

the Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) Green
Building Rating System, a voluntary
rating system for overall sustainable
building administered by the U.S.
Green Building Council; and the
Cool Roof Rating Council (CRRC),
created in 1998 to develop testing
and labeling standards for roofing
products. Underwriters Laboratories
also offers thermal reflectance testing
of roofing products against Energy Star
requirements, as well as requirements of
local and state energy codes.

Best of all, the savings do not come
at the expense of aesthetic appeal. In
addition to standing seam metal roofs,
today’s metal roofing can faithfully
replicate the appearance of virtually
any traditional roofing material, from
wooden shakes and shingles to slate and
terra cotta tile, Chiovare said. Other
attractive benefits include corrosion
and fade resistance, as well as minimal
maintenance and exceptional resistance
to wind, thanks to innovative new
designs that interlock adjacent panels
for added strength.

Beyond immediate energy savings,
cool roof technology also contributes
to long-term cost savings by increasing
the life expectancy of the roof, Chiovare
added. Because less heat is absorbed, the
roof surface undergoes less expansion
and contraction, which extends the
roof life and produces even more cost
savings.

“All these traditional metal roofing
benefits are now enhanced by the
energy- and cost-saving advantages
offered by cool roof finishes,” Chiovare
concluded.
For more information on cool roof
technology, www.custombiltmetals.com.

In a word — procrastination.
Putting off the cleaning and
waterproofing spells trouble for
your deck in the long run, and
costs you more time and money.
Sure, you may not see obvious
signs of deterioration right away,
but you can be certain that water
is finding its way into the surface
of unprotected wood. Save yourself
work and expense, and take care
of any necessary deck care projects
now.

Ask The
Deckspert
Jeff Wilson is an experienced building professional, and
you might have seen him hosting shows like Build A Deck
and Build A Fence on the DIY Network. Here he answers
questions about decks and deck care, whether you’re sprucing
up your home to sell, or you just want to enjoy and protect
your investment.

Q

Q. What’s going to be hot this
year for decks and other outdoor
spaces?
Everything “green” is in — and I
don’t mean the color. People are
demanding environmentally sensitive
products in all parts of their homes.
This includes sustainably harvested
wood for new decking. Look for the
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)
logo on the label of the decking you
choose. This ensures that the wood is
cut responsibly, with an eye toward
keeping delicate forest habitats
healthy for the long run.

I’d like to add there are more than
21 million wood fences in America,
and I would guess the significant
majority of them are unprotected.
A wood fence can be cleaned and
treated the same way that you would
a deck. Since they’re vertical surfaces
and not subject to foot traffic, a
fence may not need to be treated as
often as a deck.
Taking care of the wood outside of
your home — i.e., decks and fences
— is actually a step toward “green”
home improvement, because it helps
the wood last longer.
Q. How do you know a deck — or
fence — is ready to be treated?

Also, the trend of “bringing the
indoors out” will persist in deck
design and accessories. Look for
increasing quality and an expanding
range of colors and styles for items
like outdoor rugs and furniture.
Outdoor lighting is also benefiting
from this trend — watch for
weatherproof solar lighting, which
looks more like the table and
standing lamps used in your living
room.
Q. What’s the most common mistake
people make in caring for their
decks?

For a new deck, protect the wood
as soon as possible after the decking
is laid. Since treated lumber often
comes from the factory damp, many
waterproofers suggest allowing
the wood to dry for up to two
months before treating. However,
Thompson’s® Water Seal® Advanced
waterproofers can be applied
immediately to new pressure-treated
lumber. Since water and sunlight
can begin to damage wood right
away, this is a valuable bonus for
your deck.
For an existing deck, try the
“splash” test. Sprinkle water on

different areas of the deck. If the
wood absorbs the water and turns
darker in color within five seconds,
then the wood is porous and needs
to be treated. If water beads up or
otherwise sits on top of the wood,
then it does not need protection at
this time.
Q. What are the secrets to making your
deck look beautiful?
The good news is that there aren’t
hidden, “professional” secrets. Any
homeowner can keep their deck
looking great. One of the best things
you can do for an older deck is a
good cleaning. It will take off years
of dirt, mildew and old coatings
and restore the wood’s natural color.
Choose a cleaner that matches the

condition of your deck, then follow
the directions. (Check out www.
thompsonswaterseal.com to learn
about your options in deck cleaners
and for other great project ideas
and helpful advice.) If you properly
clean the deck, then applying the
waterproofer will go quickly.
Q. Any time-saving or labor-saving
hints to share?
It used to be that you’d clean your
deck one day and then have to
wait several days for the deck to
completely dry before waterproofing.
Now you have a faster option.
Thompson’s® Water Seal® Advanced
Wood Protectors can be applied to
damp wood, so the cleaning and
waterproofing can be done in one day.

I recycle and re-use materials
whenever possible, but you might
want to investigate a few new tools if
it has been a while since you worked
on your deck. There are some
interesting new products out in the
past few years, like a long-handled
paint pad with a tank that dispenses
your coating — no more back and
forth to the paint tray. And today,
you can get a lightweight pressure
washer with all the power you need
to clean your deck for under $200.
One of the best pieces of advice I
can give is to read the directions on
any product or tool that you’re using,
and follow them. It’s always faster to
do it right the first time.
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Are you looking to rearrange the interior of your lovely home? You may wonder why the “Cleaning
Diva” is concerned about this. Well, quite simply — everything in your home — new or old,
intricately fancy or not — must be kept clean. Let’s take a look at some areas that require special
cleaning techniques or approaches.

Ceilings

Often, I find that recessed lighting is the odds-on favorite when home remodeling is done. I also find
that most homeowners don’t realize that special cleaning is needed in order to keep those nice lights
beaming and thus producing the clearest illumination. You will need a lamb’s wool duster. The wool
uniquely grabs and attracts dust and lint as it moves across surfaces.
Of course, often times the ceiling height is such that the lights can’t be reached without an extension
pole. You can find these extension poles in your local hardware or other big box home supply stores.
Specialty catalog suppliers are another very good place to locate extension poles with lengths up to 50
feet. Make sure the duster attachment is lamb’s wool. When dusting, take your time so as to be able to
reach into the recess of the recessed light to get at whatever is there. This approach can also be useful
when it is necessary to go after the cobwebs in the sky lights, across crown moldings and even in the
ceiling corners and edges.

Hanging Light Fixtures

There are those of us who can’t resist exotic hanging light fixtures with very odd shapes. I’ve recently
seen some that would probably be considered out of this world. Of course, the fact that we all have
different tastes is what makes life very interesting. However, we should keep in mind that when we
install these lighting fixtures in our homes, we must keep it clean otherwise it loses the appeal that first
captured our attention.
Don’t fret, if you need to use an 8- foot ladder to get the job done, then so be it. Just make sure you
have everything you need when you climb up. Often times, just a few droplets (literally 6 small drops)
of mild dish liquid soap mixed into a bucket of warm water, using a clean white terry cloth towel, will
satisfy the need. Submerge your towel into the soap-and-water solution. Squeeze most of your water out
of your towel, and wipe the fixture to eliminate dirt build-up. Safety first — make sure your ladder is
secure before climbing.
Chandeliers are quite unique and are most often very delicate. Prior to cleaning an older or antique
chandelier it is wise to have the fixture and its wiring checked by a licensed electrician. Wire erosion
and general wear and tear are not always visible to the naked eye. You will find that there are a number
of different chandelier cleaners on the market. I’ve also found that using a few droplets of mild dish
liquid soap in warm water as a preliminary process, removes all grease, smoke and dust residue. The
gentle wiping of each crystal and crystal saucer plate will give you an “ah-ha” moment. I then use a
chandelier cleaner as a rinse and shine agent. This will illuminate the brilliancy of each crystal. This
completed process will put a smile on your face!
I’ve covered only a few areas. However, stay tuned as I’ll dive into other cleaning strategies in future
columns. For other tips and information, please visit www.askcindyhow.com to read archived cleaning
columns.

By Cynthia Inman

Colour?
T
What’s Your

Thinking ahead to the look you want to achieve,
accessing the room’s lighting attributes and Like gloss
level, the colour paint you choose to use will also show
surface defects to varying degrees.

Darker colours accentuate surface imperfections,
while lighter colours soften the effects of any surface
irregularities by absorbing less light.

This doesn’t mean you can’t use gloss paints and dark
colours inside... however if you wish to use either you
will need to take extra care to ensure wall surfaces are
smooth and well prepared to minimise the appearance
of surface imperfections. We recommend using a good
surface preparation over new paperfaced plasterboard
to provide a smooth surface ready for painting. If you
plan to use dark colours, we recommend you use a flat
or low sheen paint. If you would like a gloss finish,
we recommend using a light colour to minimise the
appearance of surface defects.
Special paint effects can be used to hide minor surface
defects: however they cannot be expected to disguise
major irregularities.
Paint awkward shapes the same colour as the rest of the
room. This will help them to blend in.

yellow

is bright, bold, invigorating and
guaranteed to attract attention

When planning a colour scheme, consider the adjacent
rooms and the environment surrounding your home. If
you have already selected other room furnishings, bring
samples with you when choosing the paint colour. You
may even wish to follow the fabric pattern to balance
the colour palette for the room. There should be some
relationship between them and the newly decorated
room to provide continuity. If an important feature of
your home is a sea view or landscape panorama you
may like to bring the colours you see outside into your
home’s colour scheme to provide a natural link between
the two. If you want to highlight the view, choose a
lighter colour palette. If you want to distance the view
make your interior colour scheme more contrasting
against the exterior.
Complementing the view
Distancing the view
When choosing colours keep three things in mind:
colours look different in different types of light; next to
different colours and depending how much there is of
the colour.

Select colours that reflect the mood you are trying to
create. For example, if you want to develop a calm
atmosphere consider using a green or blue and steer
clear of the bold high energy reds. If high energy is what
you desire, a palette of reds, oranges and yellows will
brighten the room and encourage activity.

Like road signs and highlighters, yellow is difficult
to miss. Uplifting in a cold room, yellow can be
overpowering in a sunny room. Yellows vary from
green yellows through to orange yellows so trial
your colour with a testpot first to make sure you
have chosen the right hue. If in doubt, most rooms
will work with buttery and golden yellows.

blue

is cool, refreshing and soothing, making
it the ideal choice to cool a sunny room

Blue is cool, refreshing and soothing, making it the
ideal choice to cool a sunny room. A popular colour
for bedrooms, due to its ability to relax the mind,
blue should generally be avoided in the dining room as
it tends to suppress the appetite. Change your
perceptions of a room’s size and lighting through the
use of pale and pastel blues that will ‘open up’ the
space.

green

is soothing, calm and harmonious,
ideal in high stress areas such as
hospitals, schools and workplaces to
calm the atmosphere.

Green is soothing, calm and
harmonious, ideal in high
stress areas such as hospitals,
schools and workplaces
to calm the atmosphere. We
are all comfortable living with
green due to its prevalence in the
natural environment, making it
an easy colour to use anywhere
indoors, either in a scheme of its
own or to connect other colours.
The selection of varied hues will
offer a mood from relaxing and
calm with a warm light green to

freshness and invigoration with
a bright lime green. Lighter hues
are ideal in living rooms and
bathrooms to promote a relaxing
environment, while mid greens
can give a clean accent in kitchens
and dining areas. Green light is
focused almost precisely by the
eye lens on the retina of the eye
making it a very good colour to
work in especially for patient
concentration on manual work.

red

stimulates activity, increases blood
pressure and heart rate making it
the highest energy colour.

Red stimulates activity, increases blood pressure and
heart rate making it the highest energy colour. An
appetite stimulator, red is a popular choice in dining
rooms and restaurant and high-energy areas such as
business foyers. It is generally best to keep red out
of the bedroom as it can make relaxing more difficult.

orange

is cheerful, friendly, lively and
dynamic, but be warned, it’s a colour
people tend to have a love hate
relationship with.

Orange is cheerful, friendly, lively and dynamic, but
be warned, it’s a colour people tend to have a love
hate relationship with. Ideal for high activity,
social areas such as kitchens and family rooms, it is
also a popular choice in bold living room and
children’s bedrooms schemes. Avoid orange in hot
sunny rooms, as the addition of orange may make
the room seem unbearably warm.

Have Fun With Color
(image from Dreaming in Color, by nightmaremode.net)
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No matter what colours you like,
successful colour schemes have one
thing in common - balance. Try
to use no more than 2-3 principal
colours with touches of other
accent colours to lift the scheme.
Sometimes it pays to start with a
simple scheme of two colours and
an accent, then introduce other
colours into the room as you gain

confidence. If you are a novice
decorator you may prefer to keep to
one colour type (a monochromatic
scheme) or select from related
colours (an harmonious scheme) to
ensure a balance scheme.
Most people find pastel colours easy
to use in a colour scheme. Pastel
colours are pure colours with the
addition of white, taking a bright

yellow to a light yellow and so
on. The common element, white,
between all these colours means that
you can successfully combine any
pastels into a colour scheme. The
addition of clean white also means
that most pastels appear soft and
fresh, making them a very popular
choice for decorators.
Light and texture will impact on the

total colour scheme. If you change a
room’s colour from bright lime green
to navy blue, the light reflectance of
the room will decrease, making the
room appear darker.
Similarly, matt surfaces absorb the
light and will always appear darker
and deeper than
glossy reflective
surfaces. Light
colours and glossy
finishes are perfect
for rooms you wish
to appear larger,
however you may
prefer to use darker
colours, heavier
textures and matt
finishes in areas
such as dining
rooms to draw
the walls in and
make the room
seem cozier. If you have painted a
wall with matt paint and find it is
too flat you can paint over the top
with a glaze to increase the light
reflectance.
A good balance of tones is employed
in the best colour schemes. If you
think of a newspaper clipping, the
most interesting pictures are those
that have a good balance of light,
mid and deep tones. Aim for a
balance across the different tones
to ensure your scheme is visually
interesting.
Always keep in mind when
developing a colour scheme that will
be using the space the most. There
is no point using bright orange
because it is in fashion if the entire
family dislikes the colour. Similarly,
the best homes are decorated with
the owner’s personality. Nature
lovers may prefer greens and blues
to bright reds, while a vibrant
owner may prefer bright and bold
feature walls that reflect their bubbly

personality.
If you like changing your
environment, the best idea may be
to use a neutral colour scheme and
provide accents through replaceable
items such as cushions and flowers.
This will enable you to change the
mood of the room with a simple
change
of the
accent
items.
When
viewing
your
colour
choices,

be sure to isolate
your colour on
the paint chart
you are viewing.
If you look at
all the colours
together, colours
will affect one
another and you
won’t get a true feeling of each
individual colour. Once you have
narrowed down your colour choices,
use test spots to confirm your colour
scheme on the surface you are
planning to paint. Apply two coats,
leaving a border around it so the
colour is not influenced by anything
else. When the paint is dry pin your
colour to the wall and view it in
daylight and artificial light, moving
it around different areas of the room
and folding it into the corner of the
room for a true feel of the finished
effect. Remember that paint is your
most versatile medium and can be
easily changed when you feel the

need for a new look.
Once you have decided and applied
your colour scheme, make sure you
take a note of the colours used for
future reference. You never know
when this information will come in
handy.
Finishing Touches. If you wish to
paint each side of a door different
colours, take care when painting
the edges, as the edges of the door
will be visible when the door is left
ajar. We recommend you paint the
opening edge of the door the same
colour as the face of the door that
opens into the room, and paint the
hinged edge to match the other face.
This way when the door is left open,

the colour of the visible edge and
the face of the door are continuous
from whichever room they are
viewed.
Remember. Never rush into a colour
scheme, as you will only regret hasty
choices later. Give yourself time to
learn about your colour likes and
dislikes and develop these into a
personalized scheme.
Do use test spots to try out your
chosen colour scheme - the cost is
minimal compared to the time and
money you will waste if you have to
repaint a wall you don’t like.
And the most important thing to
remember is... have fun!

